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PostgresToMysql is a lightweight, yet powerful tool which is able to transfer information between PostgreSQL and MySQL
databases. The application allows you to import and export data in both directions, without losing any information. You may

also easily convert tables and other objects. PostgresToMysql is compatible with both 32 and 64-bit Windows versions, without
any issues. The software supports any type of PostgreSQL, from 9.2 to 9.6, while MySQL can be installed on any version from

5.0.4 to 5.5.4. The application is designed to work with both major database engines. The application features a number of
valuable options. You may transfer information and tables from one database to another. In order to keep up to date,

PostgresToMysql lets you preview the transfer before committing it, as well as analyze the activity log. You may also select
specific options for a particular table or transfer, such as the type of migration, its date, the command you use or the

information which is to be exported. The application supports the following transfer types: - Extract - Append - Update - Insert
You may transfer one table from PostgreSQL to MySQL, by selecting it from the desired source schema. The software allows
you to define the destination table within MySQL and the transfer type, which includes the appending, updating or replacing of
data. You may view the result in the preview area. PostgresToMysql provides you with the possibility of converting batches of
tables at once. You need to select the source schema, then check or uncheck the tables in the preview area. Moreover, you can
also add, remove or append the fields in each table. The application allows you to create queries and define the entire transfer
process. The source and destination tables, as well as the desired object may be selected from a list. Moreover, you may set the
source fields you wish to transfer, as well as the destination ones. Similarly, you may define the command you use to migrate
information, the SQL query or wizard functions. You may also create a scheduled session for future transfers or export the

sessions you have created for a particular date. You may even schedule the process of converting tables or batch files you have
created. In order to ensure that the schedule runs on time, you need to define the date when the task is to be launched.

PostgresToMysql supports transferring batches of tables from one database into another. You
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PostgresToMysql is a database migration tool which allows you to quickly transfer information and tables from PostgreSQL to
MySQL. The application is user-friendly and features wizards that can guide you through all the steps of the process.

Alternatively, you may control the migration via SQL query. PostgresToMysql is a simple to use tool which facilitates the data
transfer between different formats of databases. In other words, you may easily import information, fields and tables in a

MySQL database from PostgreSQL. The software offers several migration methods, including manually selecting the tables you
wish to transfer, using the wizard or defining a SQL query. You may convert a single table from PostgreSQL, by selecting it

from the desired source schema. You need to specify the destination table within MySQL, as well as the type of transfer. Thus,
the information in the destination table can be appended, updated or replaced. You may also select the rows you wish to

maintain or to skip, while visualizing the result in the preview area. The tabs at the bottom of the window are dedicated to
previewing the result, observing the progress of the conversion or analyzing the activity log. PostgresToMysql supports

transferring batches of tables from one database into another. You need to select the source schema, then check or uncheck the
tables in the preview area. Moreover, you can easily configure each table you wish to convert, by adding, removing or appending

fields. The software allows you to create queries and define the entire transfer process or set the source tables. Similarly, the
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software offers you the possibility of using the specific wizard functions. They are particularly designed for each type of export.
PostgresToMysql allows you to automate and schedule tasks, by defining the source, destination and object of the transfer in

one session. You may save the session and create a batch file which is to automatically run at the specified time. VestaDB
Description: VestaDB is an in-memory database solution for the.NET platform. With its transaction management, it is designed
to make your applications more robust and easier to maintain, by ensuring that the database remains fully open even when the
application is shut down. VestaDB provides powerful persistence management, which enables you to store your data using a

network file system, in memory, on a disk file or even in a cluster of computers. This choice is completely transparent, as it is
taken care of automatically, so that you can spend more time developing your 77a5ca646e
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This tool is used to export all keys of any PostgreSQL database. It contains advanced search and provides to display keys. This
tool is designed to export all the keys from any PostgreSQL database. You can easily find a key by searching the database with
some parameters. It also provides to export all the rows of a table to the text file. DB Meta Reader Description: This tool helps
you to read a database dump file in order to view the structure of the database. You can also get the information regarding the
tables, tablespaces, indexes, sequences, routines and views of a database. DB Meta Reader helps you to read a database dump
file in order to view the structure of the database. You can also get the information regarding the tables, tablespaces, indexes,
sequences, routines and views of a database. DBConvert Description: This tool helps you to convert a database dump file from
PostgreSQL to MySQL database format. It also provides the ability to export data to a text file. DBConvert is a tool which helps
you to convert a PostgreSQL database dump file to MySQL database dump file. It also provides the ability to export data to a
text file. FTP Client Description: FTP Client is a multi-threaded FTP client. It is provided with a GUI based user interface. The
file transfer can be scheduled and the user may choose to log the entire operation of the file transfer in the log file. It contains
numerous options and the user can also perform various other operations like viewing the FTP Server files, searching for files,
etc. FTP Client is a GUI-based multi-threaded FTP client. It is provided with a variety of features like logging the file transfer
in the log file, multi-threaded uploading and downloading, previewing the local and remote file and many more. Gigaset Control
Description: Gigaset Control is a server-side process controller for managing your Gigaset Control domains via Web and Telnet.
The application includes a scheduler, status view and statistics. Gigaset Control is a server-side process controller for managing
your Gigaset Control domains via Web and Telnet. The application includes a scheduler, status view and statistics. GSQL
Database Comparison Description: GSQL Database Comparison allows you to perform various types of database comparison
from a user-friendly interface. GSQL Database Comparison allows you to perform various types of database comparison from a
user-friendly interface.

What's New in the PostgresToMysql?

PostgresToMysql is a database migration tool which allows you to quickly transfer information and tables from PostgreSQL to
MySQL. The application is user-friendly and features wizards that can guide you through all the steps of the process.
Alternatively, you may control the migration via SQL query. PostgresToMysql is a simple to use tool which facilitates the data
transfer between different formats of databases. In other words, you may easily import information, fields and tables in a
MySQL database from PostgreSQL. The software offers several migration methods, including manually selecting the tables you
wish to transfer, using the wizard or defining a SQL query. You may convert a single table from PostgreSQL, by selecting it
from the desired source schema. You need to specify the destination table within MySQL, as well as the type of transfer. Thus,
the information in the destination table can be appended, updated or replaced. You may also select the rows you wish to
maintain or to skip, while visualizing the result in the preview area. The tabs at the bottom of the window are dedicated to
previewing the result, observing the progress of the conversion or analyzing the activity log. PostgresToMysql supports
transferring batches of tables from one database into another. You need to select the source schema, then check or uncheck the
tables in the preview area. Moreover, you can easily configure each table you wish to convert, by adding, removing or appending
fields. The software allows you to create queries and define the entire transfer process or set the source tables. Similarly, the
software offers you the possibility of using the specific wizard functions. They are particularly designed for each type of export.
PostgresToMysql allows you to automate and schedule tasks, by defining the source, destination and object of the transfer in
one session. You may save the session and create a batch file which is to automatically run at the specified time. Screenshot:
System Requirements: Supported Operating Systems: Windows Microsoft.NET Framework .NET Framework 2.0 or higher
Additional requirements: Administrator access rights 1 GB or more of free disk space Description: PostgresToMysql is a
database migration tool which allows you to quickly transfer information and tables from PostgreSQL to MySQL. The
application is user-friendly and features wizards that can guide you through all the steps of the process. Alternatively, you may
control the migration via SQL query. PostgresToMysql is a simple to use tool which facilitates the data transfer between
different formats of databases. In other words, you may easily import information, fields and tables in a MySQL database from
PostgreSQL. The software offers several migration methods, including manually selecting the tables you wish to transfer, using
the wizard or defining a SQL query. You may convert a single table from PostgreSQL, by selecting it from the desired
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/8/10 Minimum of 1.5 GB RAM NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460/Radeon HD 5850/AMD HD 7850 graphics 1440x900
resolution The Average Joe | Jake Sully | Suki Kubo | Prue Senna | Renton Sullenberger | Ryan Peck | Robert De Niro |
Konstantin Varlamov | Raine Sullenberger | Matsu Sullenberger | Aiden Delacour | Martin Truex Jr. | Paul Heydarian | Matt
Jones | Eoin
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